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Adstract 

Some time ago, the w, iter had dcterminc<l the orienl:ltion of the crystals in tungsten 
wire by linding the spectrum of the characteristic K-raclialion uf the Mo-target in 
some uf the ordinary Lane-spot,. Now he ha·; improved some parts of the former 
method. He utilized the convergent X-rays starling from the focus of the Mo-target 
of a Coolidge tnhe. These convergent X-rays were made to p:iss through a circular 
pin hok, and then to illnmi1nte a small portion of a specimen. The photographic plate 
wa·, set perpendicular to the line connecting the centres of the focu; and of the slit. 
Tn all photographs taken with convergent X-rays, we fouml that each of many Lane
spots contained an intense nucleus at its centre, and that some of the spots were ar.
companicd by the- spectrum lines of the K-radiation of molybdenum. As to the po,;ition; 
of the spectrum line,, they did not, generally coincide with those of the currcsponcling 
centres of the Lme--spot,. From the positions of the,e spectrum lines mrl of the intense 
centre; the orientation of the crystal was determined, Tn obtaining the exact position 
of the centre of the central spot, which was impressed by the direct beam of the X
rays, two method,; were employed. One wa'; to give a correction, by calculation, of its 
rough pmition estimated provisionarily; and the other was to use cros ;cd wires before 
the pholoi::raphic plate. 

Introduction 

Some time ago, the writer1 had determined the orientation of the 
crystals in tungsten wire by finding the characteristic K-radiation in 
some of the ordinary Laue-spots. 
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At that time the X-rays passing through the slits of two pin-holes 

were used, the specimen and the photographic plate were generally 

placed perpendicular to the beam of the X-rays. Recently the same 

method has been improved in certain par,iculars by the writer and is 

described in the following pages. 

General Idea of using Convergent X-Rays 

If a crystal be placed in a position satisfying the following Bragg's 

equation in the path of monochromatic X-rays of wave length A, it 

will reflect them according to 
n;:\. = 2el sinO, ................................ ( 1) 

where cl is the grating cons'.ant of the crystal, and O is the angle 

between the atomic plane of the crystal and the incident ray, and n is 

an integer which determines the order of the spectrum. But if a crystal 

be placed in the path of the "white" X-rays, it will reflect some of 

them at any position of the atomic plane, as there will be some X
rays of a certai11 wave length in the incident X-rays, which will satisfy 

equation (1 ). The diffraction pattern thus taken is so-called Laue-spots. 

Therefore if the "\Vhite'' X-rays containing a characteristic radi

ation of strong intensity strike the crystal plane in such a position that 

the wave length of the characteristic radiation satisfies equation ( i), 
the spectrum line of that ra,Jiation will be found in the ordinary Laue

spots. 

Now let convergent "white" X-rays accompanying a characteristic 

radiation of strong intensity strike a crystal plane and produce a Laue 

diffraction pattern on the photographic plate in the manner shown in 
Fig. I. In this figure CKL is convergent rays starting from a 

Fig. I 

A 
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circular focus KFLG, E is the centre of it, and the plane POB is the 
photographic plate which is placed perpendicularly to the line EC. 

Now we assume any characteristic radiation AC which is contained 
in the plane ECN and is reflected by an atomic plane of the crystal in 
the direction CP. CN is the normal to the atomic plane, r the angle 
between the ray and the normal to the p'ane, and P the image on the 
photographic plate which is impressed by the reflected characteristic 
radiation. Then, in addition to the ordinary Laue-spot, the same charac
teristic radiation which strikes the crystal at the same glancing angle 
as the former one, will also be reflected by the same atomic plane, and 
the characteristic radiations whose paths are the generators of the cone 
CFAGF" will be reflected by the plane and will make a spectrum line 
G'PF' in the ordinary Laue-spot. The vertex of the cone CFAGF" is 
C, its axis CN and the semivertical angle r. 

The characteristic radiations whose paths are not lying on the 
surface of the cone CFAGF", do not satisfy equation (1), they will not 
be reflected by the same atomic plane. Thus, the shape of the spectrum 
line produced on the photographic plate will be, strictly speaking, a 

curved line G'PF', but as the angle r is very near to -"'-, so the 
2 

spectrum line appears nearly as a straight line and is perpendicular to 
the radial line OP. 

Compared with the case of using parallel rays, the sharpness of 
the Laue-spots is of course very much destroyed by using convergent 
X-rays ; but the chance of obtaining the spectrum lines in the Laue
spots is very much increased with convergent X-rays, because the 
chance of covering the focus by the conical surface CFAGF'' is greatly 
increased by using a broad focus tube. 

Outline of the Method 

As stated above the writer has improved some parts of the former 
method. He utilized convergent X-rays starting from the focus on the 
Mo-target of a Coolidge tube. These convergent X-rays were made to 
pass through a circular pin hole, and then to illuminate a small portion 
of a specimen of a single crystal of tungsten. The photographic plate was 
set perpendicular to the line connecting the centres of the focus and of 
the slit. For the present purpose an X-ray tube with a broad focus 
and a circular conical slit are preferable. The focus of the tube was 
about g mm in diameter and the applied voltage was about 40 K.V.s. 
The semivertic;l ang-lc of the conical slit was about five degrees, slightly 
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larger than that of the convergent X-rays, and the diameter of its 
opening was about 0.4 111111. 

A lead screen with a circular hole of proper diameter was placed 
between the X-ray tube and the slit so as to cut off the weak X-rays 
starting from any other part of the anode than the focus. Ry the use 
of this lead screen the Laue-spots and the central spot impressed by 

the direct b2a111 of the X-rays became sharper and thinner than those 
obtained without a screen. 

In setting the photographic plate perp2ndicularly to the line joining 
the centres of the focus and of the slit, a fluorescent screen provided 

with a point-mark was so placed, just at the position where the photo
graphic plate would be placed afterward, that the line connecting the 
centre of the slit and the point-mark became perpendicular to the plane 
of the fluorescent screen. Then the position of the X--ray tube was so 
adjusted as to project the imag·e of the centre of the fncus at the point
mark on the screen : and then it was repla<'ecl by the photog-raphic 
plate exactly in the same position. 

The Results 

\1/ith this apparatus Laue diffraction patterns of thin tungsten 
\Vires composed of single crystals were taken as shown in Figs. 1 & 3 

of Plate I, and the diffraction pattern of the same crystal taken with 
the parallel X-rays is shown in Fig, 2 of Plate I. As comparison, 

the Laue patterns in Figs. 1 & 2 were taken with the same tungsten 
crystal in the form of a thin wire, which was exactly in the same posi
tion. The potential difference applied on the X-ray tuk was about 
40 K.V.s, the current about Io milliamperes and the exposure of the 

photographic p1atcs about five hours in both cases. 

Comparing these two photographs we can sec that some more 
sp2ctrum lines of the characteristic K-ra,Jiation of l\fo appeared in 

Fig. 1, and that the lines arc longer in this case. \Vith regard to the 
] ,aue-spots produced by the white radiation they arc larger in . Fig·. 1 

than in Fig. 2. 

By means of convergent X-rays and with a crystal of tungsten 
the writer took many photographs with different X-ray tubes having 
foci of different shapes; and it was observed, as a matter of course, 
that the shapes of the Laue-spots were respecti,,cly similar to those of 

the corresponding central spots which arc nothing but the ordinary 

images of the foci obtained by the pin hole slit. This is illustratccl by 
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the photographs, shown in Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5; 6, 7, & 8 of Plates L 
& II. In the cases of Figs. I, 3 & 4, Plate I, the same anode with 
a nearly circufo,r focus was used, the shape of which is shown in Fig. 
7, Plate II. With Fig. 4, Plate I and Fig. 5, Plate II, the same tung
sten crystal was used, but with the others the tungsten crystals used 
were different in each instance. 

In all photographs taken with convergent X-rays we can detect 
that every one of the Laue-spots has an intense nucleus at the centre. 
This is, of course, due to the presence of an intense nucleus at the 

centre of the focus of the target; and it is very convenient in determin
ing the position of the Laue-spot, and consequently in determining the 
orientation of the crystal. As to the position of the spectrum lines nf 
the K-radiation, they are not generally coincident with the correspond
ing intense nuclei at the centres of the Laue-spots. The glancing ang-Jc 
8 of the X-rays \\ hich arc responsible for the spectrum line G'PF' in 
Fig. r docs not coincide with the half of the angle PCO, but it will 
be gfren by the following equation. 

28= 28n ± 2d8, .................. ............... (2) 
were 8 11 is the g·lancing angle of the intense nucleus at the centre of 
the Laue-spot E', dB is the difference between the angles PCO= 2fJP 

and E'CO = 281., and the double sig·ns arc to be properly selected 
according to the position of the sp:::ctrum line against the point E'. 
This circumstance must be taken into consideration in determining· the 
orientation of the crystal. 

The determination of the orientation of the axes of the crystal 
with these spectra and sp:its will be carried out as follows : 

At first, from the measured values of 1'11 and rp which arc the 
distances between OE' and OP respectively, the values of the angles 
E'CO, and PCO and their difference d(} arc calculated. The glancing 
a11gle 8 corresponding to the spectrum line is found by equation (2), 
and the indices of the atomic plane of the crystal by whose reflection 
the spectrum line and Laue-spot are caused, arc determined in the 
same way as in the former method. From the value of 8 and the 
obser\'ed value of the angle between the lines OE' and OB which is 
drawn on the photographic plate in the direction parallel to the axis 
of the wire, the orientation of the crystal is determined in the ordinary 
manner. 
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Table I 

No. of r 
2()11 20p (>r dO 0 Gratin:; Davey', Data Indices 

con;tant of the 
spots. 

(ohs.) 

in 
in degree 

111111. 
in de~rcc 

( calc.) 
- -----

d d in Jndif'C'S 
atomic of 

in ro-~ C111. 
10-' atnniic pl:inc. nn. J>hllH' -- --- -------- -- -- -- --- --- -----

1'n 18,19 Ou \ 1039.'5 
-- ----

clo:' r,5(, 

do: I r-54 

~11-38 

-~)'J 1 ·35 ---

~"'' I~ -
do: , 1-72 

--1_ -- - (10(1>, 
c1;1 I 1-53 ~; c1-~o_; 

I 
~I 1-.~~ - -- ---

---1~ 27-55 ~ «z!G - -- -,~-,-'1------
1 ________ - ---

2 

1 

----- --- ----1-----1--

;_,~ _3_0_-,_f_, •••• ,, ..... , I +3').'3 ,.,.,o .. , 

i 

~I 0-853 0-843 ,_32_1_) 

~l-"-~848 ~'I! 
d~ i 0,756 __ , __ 
dy f o,742 --- - -

ax' I 0-96
4 
-----

; !~~;s -------
--1--- --- -- (321) 
d~ I 0-855 0,843 ( 321) 
--- 1---- --- ---

1 dy I 0-839 

--1
1 

ru ~29_.-o_o =O=u -44-030-.16_
1 

___ 

1 

_____ -_-_-

1

_ -__1
1 

= -- --- _ --I--
do:' r-14 I-I2 (IIo/ (!lo)'~ 

/ rJ> 25,21 Op 40031' -3059.'6 18015.'65 do: 1-~ 1•12 (1rn)' or 
I 

3 -i---- ---
d~ l•OI 0,997 (310) --1- - ~ ---
cly . 0-989 0,997 (310; 

I 
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Table I ( cont.) 

r 20,. ()r 20p 

(obs.) 

in 1nn1. 
in degree 

dO I 
0 

( calc.) 
in degree in degree 
---- -

25,18 011 4002</ 

+104.13 21°18-'8 

-

+1"29,•5c:; 21041•'05 

-200,'8 1 5°44-'35 

--- -- - -------

-400.'3 I 3°53•'85 

0 8°58-'r 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

i 

GratinJ 
comtant 

d 

dot o-974 

d~ 0-862 

dy 0,853 

Davey's Data Indices 
of the 

U in I 1·mllr-P~ 
f atmnic 

10-IJ u.t.o~iic 
cm. !'lam, plane 

I --------

(321)-; 

0 843 (321) 
- -- - -- --•·-

doc' 0-961 

dot 0-956 
-- -- --i (321),1 
d~ 0-852 0,843 (321) i 

clot 1-31 1•29 (211) 

d~ 1-16 

dot r ,47 

dy r ,29 r ,29 (2II) 

dot' 2°28 2-23 (IIo) 

<ly 1 ·99 

or 
(r1of-.-
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From the diffraction patterns shown in Eig. 3, Plate I, the writer 

determined the indices of the atomic planes by whose reflections the 
spectrum lines and the Laue-spots arc caused, and arc given in Table 
I. In this table the spots 1, 2, 3, etc., refer respectively to those marked 
in Fig. 3, Plate I. The values of l'p and l'n corresponding to the 
spectrum lines and the intense nuclei at the centres of the Laue-spots 
respectively were measured on the negative plate with Hilger's travelling 
micro-meter and arc represented in the 3rd column. For the value of 
the distance between the specimen and the photographic plate a= 2 9.50 

mms. was used. The angles 2011 ancl 201> in the 4 th column correspond 
respectively to the intense nucleus and the spectrum line in the same 
horizontal row. The symbols da,, d,., cl1, & cl-r in the 3th solumn re
present the value of cl obtained by assuming that the spectrum tabulated 
in the same horizontal row is due to any one of the K,.,, K,., K~ and K, 
lines of molybdenum rcspecti,,cly. For the value of the ,va\'C length of 
the K,., , K,., K~ and K, lines the \\'riter has taken A,.,= o. 7 r 2 x 1 o-s 
cm., A,.=0.708 x 10-8 cm., A:,=0.631 x 10-8 cm. ancl A,=0.620 x 10-8 cm.1 

respectively. In the I oth and the 11 th columns, the values of d and the 
indices of the corresponding reflecting atomic plane obtained by Da-vcy2 

arc represented. The symbols (rno),., (100)1,, etc., in the last column 
show that the corresponding line is the spectrum of the K,. or K~ line 
caused by the reflection from the atomic pla•1e represented by the indices 

given in the bracket, and the symbol ( 1 rn)" denotes that the spectrum 
line is the second order spectrum caused by the crystal. 

Correction for the Determination of the Position 
of the Centre of the Central Spot 

In the former case the photog-raphic plate was set p2rpe11dicular to 
the line connecting- the centres of the nucleus of the focus and of the 

slit exactly, and the distance between the photog-raphic plate a!1d the 
specimen was accurately measured. The centre of the central spot, 
which was impressed by the direct beam of the X-rays, was clcterminccl 
on the negative plate by drawing two diametral lines on the ce:1tral 
spot. The shape of this central spot was nearly a circle and could 
clearly be seen on the original plate, though it was barely visible in the 
reprinted figure. 

Generally the centre thus obtainell does not coincide exactly with 

I \V. Duane and Kan~-Fuh-ITu: Phy,. Rev,, 9, 48,y (1918); 14, 369 (l<JltJ). 

2 \V.l' ·Davey: l'hys. Rei·., 25, 678 (11p5). 
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the intense nucleus of the central spot, and in the former experiment 
its accuracy was much less than the other factors stated above. There
fore the writer obtained the position of the centre of the central spot, 
which is more close to the real one than that obtained in the former, 
by making a correction. But if we are doubtful of the accuracies of 
the distance between the photographic plate and the specin,cn, and of 
the setting of the photographic plate perpendicularly to the line connect
ing the centres of the nucleus of the focus and of the slit, besides the 
correction for the centre of the central spot, as a matter of course, we 
must consider the corrections for these factors. The correction for the 
centre of the central spot was made as follows : 

Let the real centre of the intense nucleus of the central spot which 
is impressed by the direct beam of X-rays on the photograph be 0, 
its approximate position be O', the centre of the intense nucleus of the 
reflected Laue-spot be E', and the reflected spectrum line of a k11own 
wave length be P'P as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure all symbols 
have the same meaning as in the case of Fig. I. 

() A 

p,' 
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If we put OO'=c, angle O'OA=a, OE'=r"' OP=rp, O'E'=r'1, and 
O'P' =r'r• then we have the following relations 

a 

_i 
a 

r'. 
11 

a 

' ___ 1' _ __11_ 

a 

...................................................... (3) 

• I+ · I ) ) 
r11 

,1'
11 

C COS(ip -a ................................................ ("I) 
..:_ I ...L ( I ) rP-"7r P , c ccs <p - a , 

when.: 0\1 and O'P are the values corresponding to the centre O', the 
symbols without dash represent the values corresponding to the real 
centre and cp' is the angle between the lines E'O' and OA. 

From the equations (3) and (4) we have 

1''n 'C I 
tan28 = ~~- +--- cos(m -a) n a a r , 

i. c. ta112811 -tan281

11 =_<::_ cos(ip'-a) ............................... (5) 
a 

Now, at first, take the approximate position of the centre of the central 
spot as O', a!1d after finding the values 8'11 and dO', determine the 
irnliccs of the atomic plane by whose reflection the spectrum line P'P is 
caused in the manner as was stated before. Then by using Davey's 
data, calculate the glandng angle O of the above determined spectrum 
line by equation (1 ). With this value of O and that of dO' which was 
olJtai11cd before, the value of 011 corresponding t,J that sp.::ctrum line is 
calculated by the following equatio:1 

011 = 0 + dO' ............................................ (6) ; 

a!1d then the value of tan2t/11 will be immediately obtained. 
(i-enerally the differei1ec tan20n-tan20'n docs not vanish and it 

takes the value _£ __ cos(rp' -a). 
a 

If we could find the values of c and ,1. which satisfy equation (5) 
for the various spots, we can obtain the corrected values of r11 and rv, 
and then the real value of O of the spectrum line. 
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For the purpose of obtaining the values c and a., at first the rela
tions between cp' and tan28n -tan28'11 for various spots are required; 
and then by taking the value of ta112811 -tan281

11 as the radius vector 
and cp' as the vectorial angle these relations arc plotted for various 
spots. If a circle passing approximately through the origin and the 

plotted points is drawn, and the length of the diameter of this circle 
which passes through the origin and the vectorial angle of this diameter 

are taken as _£_ and a. respectively, then these values of _£_ and a. 
a a 

will approximately satisfy equation (5). Thus the approximate values 
of c and a. which satisfy equation (5) can be obtained. 

If we denote these approximate values of c and a by c0 and ao 
respectively, the real values of c a•.1d r1. will be represented as follows 

c=c0 +Llc a.=a.u+Lla., ........................ ···········(7) 

where Llc and Lla. are very small. 
Substituting these relations into equation (5) the following relations 

are derived, 

Co+ Jc ( I ) ( .1 ) C,o + Jc . ( 1 ) • (J ) = --- COS 'fi - (J-D COS iHJ.. -f- --- SIil cp - rJ.u S!l1 · a. . 
a a 

By putting cos (Ja) =I, and sin (Ja) = ilr1. the above equation 

becomes 

+ co+Jc (J(I.) sin'cp'-r1.11) ................... (8) 
a 

Since r1.,1 and cu arc known, the 

can be calculated for all points. By 

values of~ cos( cp' -<J.0) and (cp' -a,,) 
a 

putting 

the following rdation is obtained from equation (8) 
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J~y putting 

!::,. 
---~:------c~ =y 

cos (cp'-ll-0) and tan ( s/ - ,111) = x, the values of x a'ld y 

arc calculated for all spots, an<l if the relation between x and y is plot~ 
tcd on a graph it will be represented nearly by a straight line. Ry 

Jc 
drawing this line properly the values of -- and a can be obtained ; 

a 

consequently the corrected values of c, r1., l'n, l'r and cp will be ob'.ained 
where cp is the angle between the lines E'O and OA in Fig. 2. 

\Vith these corrected values of r 11 and l'p the real va,lue of O is 
calculated and the indices of the atomic plane by whose reflection the 
spectrum line is caused is determined and the orientation of the crystal can 
be determined exactly. 

According to the principle stated above, the actual corrt:ctions were 
ma.Jc with the data represented in Table I, and they are represented in 
Tables II, JII and IV. In these tables the data which arc reproduced 
from Table I arc denoted with dashes. 

Table II 

No. of 20 20n I mean tan 20n q/ X y 
2dU' value of 2U'u -tan20;, in 

spots in degree (20 Cf 21!0')1 2011 in 10-• degree in 1u-z in 1u-·1 

---

~7-'7 I 
---- ~- --- -- ---

CJ. 250 55·'5 - 501.:!•'2 

1 (100) _ll 03.'1 3103')-'5 -145-2 lo - 13-2 +1-8 
I 

~ 2f 4-'1 -ts+-'4 3'P58-'5 I 
' 

- ------ ----
I 

------

41J° 3•/ +6°18- 1
(, 43°2°•' 4 

I 
CJ. 

I 
-u-6 2 (321) 43°2 5·'7 43"2-'6 13(,.C, 21701+54-2 

~ 43° 58' + 2i•'O 43°3 11 
I 

--- - --- --1 -

-7°57-') 44°54·'3144°5~~ 
I 

3 (1uo)' CJ. 360 57' tJ.+030-'6 136-4 19(," ;+ 13-1 -7-u 

---- ---

CJ. 43° 8-'3 +2° 8,'(, 4°05')-'i 

4 (321) 4°0 5')•' 4 400'2CJ•'O 1 45·5 '75° -24.1 +5•1 

~ 43° 58-'2 +205,_1.' I 4005,J.' I 
i 
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Table II (Cont.) 

zO 2011 mean 
2d01 value of 26·11 

in degree (26.::pd{J') 2611 

36°18- 19 35°48.'3 

28° 22.'7 _go u.'6 36023.'3 

18° 15·'3 0 I ~8°15 .. ; 18015.'3 I 7°56.'2 

-· -------- --

Cn 6 -t --=144. XIO, 
a 

flo = I 88° 32' 

--------

Llc --= - 3.2 X Io-I, 
a 

Ja= 1°53' 

Table III 

tan 2011 ' q/ I x v 
-tan za;, in • 
in Io-• degree in r o- 2 in I u-• 

136,2 164° -45,6 +5·3 

! 
I ----
I 

1330 I - 143•0 - 35•1 6z,5 I 

-- - 30 I ------

C -I -= 141.4 X IO 
a 

c=o-417 mm. ot= 190°251 

----, --- - -- -----~ 

N'o. of ?'-ex dc=c cos(q/-ot) 
Cl) 

(corrected) 
spot5 Ill degree in mm. in degree 

I -189° 25' -0-41 49
1 

----

2 +26° 35
1 + 0 ·37 216° 371 

--------

3 + 5" 35
1 +0-42 195° 55' 

----

4 -15" 25' +0-40 1750 15' 

5 -26' 25' + 0 ·37 1640 29' 

---- -- --------

6 -560 55
1 +0-23 1350 ,zl 

.) 
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Table IV 

Ko. of r' de r 20 Grating con;tant Davey's datcl Indices 
(cor-

(obs.) rected) (calc.) d6 d 1-----1 of the 
d . llnrliccs atun1ic -:r nto~;~ic plane spots in mm. in mm. in mm. in degree (calc.) 

10 cm plane 

I 

I 
I lrp1 16-39 

I 

,-

i 
I 
lrp, 15-46 

rn 2 i·55 

t11 1 30-76 

I 
I 

2 
-------_ _, 

3 

--·-- -- -- ~------------- ---1--~-

·~--~ __ I -- -= 
dot' I•5<) .~~ 1.58 [ (roo) 

dot 1-58 (r-54) 1-581000) • 
12054-'35 ----(roo)« 

d~ 1°41 (1-38) I 

-0-41 ___ 1 ___ 

1 
__ ._

1 
___ J_d_y I•39 _(1_•3_5_) ====1--__ _ 

dot 1-78 (1°72) 
4°2-'9 11°29-145-- --·- ------

d~ 1-58 (r-53) (1.58) (roo) (100\, 

dy 1-56 (r-51) 
----· ---

27·9_2, ~! 43"2 5-'4 =----- ___ l __ -.. --

+0 ·37 

i dot 0-848 (0-853) 0-8431 (321) 

I ~ 0°84 ~ (0•848) 0°8431 (321) 
3 1 "13 ~) 46°32-'4 3° 7' 24°49-'7 -~ 1--(321),. 

d~ 0-752 (0-756) I 

I 

i 
I 

28-14 ~.~1,13°28- 19 

I 

I 

2<)•42 ;;-144°55·'4 
11 ___ 

1 

_ . --··-~ 0-738 (0-742) =r=-=- __ 
-----

d~ 0-845 (;•855) ~.s~;I (;2;) (321),, 

dy 0-829 (o-839) . ·/ - ------~I-
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Table IV (cont.) 

Xo. of r' de r 20 0 Clratin~ constant Davy's date Indices 

(ob3.) (cor- of the 
rectcd) (calc.) d6 d 

d in I J .. diccs atmnic 
spots in mn1. in mm. inmm. in degree (calc.) in 10-.qc1n. -H t°f. plane 

10 cm a om1c 
plan<~ 

-- - --------- - - ------ ----- ------

Yn 25,18 25.58 0 40°5 I .'8 I n --- --- -- ----- -------- --~- ---

0·9j0 :(0,98 l) da 1 

----

0 
da ~¢51;.;-7~ 
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Now, assuming that the spectrum lines, 1, 2, 3, ·etc., are caused 

respectively by the crystal plane shown in the last column of Table I, 

the corresponding values of the glancing angle O were calculated. \i\Then 

the spot contains two spectrum lines the mean of two values of 0 

obtained with these two lines is tabulated. · For the values of the gra

ting constants the writer has taken the Davel clata and for the wave 

lengths the same values as in the case of Table I were used.2 

The difference between tan20ll and tan28,/ arc calcula~ecl and 

g ive:1 in the 8th column of Table II, and by using the observed values 

of <p1 in the gth column the writer plotted the relation expressed by 

equation (5) as shown in Fig . 3. K eeping the distribution of the plotted 

spots in mind the circle 00' a!1cl the diameter 00"0' which passed 

through the origin were drawn . The length of this diameter a 11cl its 

Co 
vectorial angle are denoted by - and r1.0 respectively. vVith th::se 

a 

Co l::,, 
values of - and r1.o, the writer calculated the values of y = -, --- ( -,---)-

a cos <p -cr.o 

and .x=tan(<p' -al!) , and plotted the relation expressed by equation (w) 

in Fig. 4 for the spots 1, 2, 3, etc. These data are represented in Table 

II, where all syn:ibols represent the same meaning as in the case of 

-- ·------· ·, --- • ' . -- • •• • ,I' - ·-- • • - ........,... • -, 

• I 

r & 2, Joe. cit. 
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Table I, and the values of 2df}' and 2011

1 in the 4th and 7th columns 

respectively are repro:luced from Table I. 

:r. 

In Figs. 3 and 4, the spots r, 2, 3, etc. , refer respectively to those 

represented in F ig·. 3, P late I, and T ables I and II. In F ig. 3 one 

division corresponds to Io - -i and in Fig. 4 one division of the abscissa 

and one of the ordinate correspond to I0-
2 and I0-

4 respectively. In 

Fig.4 it can easily be seen · that the ?Pots lying outside of the circle 

00' in Fig. 3, are in the I st and 2 11d quadrants, and those lying 

inside the circle in Fig. 3 are in the 3rd and 4th quadrants. From the 

position and the inclination of the line LL' drawn in Fig. 4 the values 

Llc Co ) 1 , · • 
of - --=0L and -- (.do. =tan L' L x were obtamed, and by get-

a a · 
ting· the values of Llo. by calculation, the corrected values of c and a 

are obtained a;1d shown at the bottom of Tab!e II. 

The corrected values of de= .!}__cos( cp' - (I.) and cp were calculated 
a 

fnr all spots and are shown in Table III. 
VVi!h the values of de thus corrected the writer obtained the cor

rected values of 1•11 and rp and calculated the corrected values of fJ for 

all spectrum lines obtained. vVith these values of the glancing· angle, 

the gratin g· constants of the various atomic planes were recalculated and 
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compared with the Davey data in Table IV. In this table a1l symbols 
have the same meaning as those in Table I. For comparison the 
uncorrected grating constants represented in Table I are reproduced in 
brackets in the 12th column of the same table. 

It ,vill be easily seen from the table that the corrected values of d 
are in better agreement with those obtained by Davey than those uncor
rected. Thus we ca'.1 determine more accurately the indices of the 
atomic p'.ane by ,,·hose reflectio:1 the spectrum line is caused, and also 
we can determine more accurately the orientation of the crystallographic 
axes of the crystal. 

The Method using Crossed Wires 

The method of taking the photograph was improved by the writer 
so as to obtain the exact position of the centre of the intense nucleus 
of the central spot which is impressed by the direct beam of the X
rays. 

Before the setting of the photographic plate, crossed metallic wires 
of high atomic number were so stretched and fixed, between the speci
men and the position where the photographic plate would be placed, 
that the line connecting the centre of the slit and the crossed point of 
the wires became perpendicular to the plane of the crossed ,vires. Then 
the position of the X-ray tube was so adjusted as to project the image 
of the centre of the focus at the crossed point, and then the photo
gTaphic plate was placed parallel to the plane containing the crossed 
wires behind it. For the crossed wires an unanncaled tungsten wire~ 
was usc:d, the diameter of which was about 0.07 mm. In adjusting 
the position of the X-ray tube a fluorescent screen was used at first, 
and then fine adjustment was made by taking a pin hole photograph of 
the focus of the target as shown in Fig. g of Plate II. 

With this apparatus a Laue diffraction pattern of thin tungsten 
wire composed of a single crystal was taken and is represented in Fig. 
r o of Plate II. In this photograph we can see the shadow of the 
crossed wires in the region outside the intense central spot. Though the 
intensity of the central spot is too strong and the position of the crossed 
point can hardly be detected in the central part of the central spot, its 
position is obtained exactly and easily by elongating the detectable part 
of the shadow-lines. 

By setting initially the axis of the specimen parallel to one of the 
crossed wires, the direction of the axis of the specimen can be obtained 
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exactly on the photograph. 
The correction before mentioned, in addition to the method men

tioned above, will give us a more exact positio:1 of the centre of the 
direct image of the focus of the target. 

In conclusion, the writer wishes to express his sincere thanks to 
Professor U. Yoshida, of Kyoto Imperial University for his invaluable 
suggestions. 

Research Laboratory, 
Tokyo Electric Company, 

Kawasaki, Kanagawa-Kcn, 
Japan. 
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